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BUSINESS DEFENSE TRAINING - Firearms Training And Small Unit Tactics For Business
Owners And Their Employees
November 26, 2012 Pulse O2DA Firearms Training, Inc. (Pulse O2DA), announced today a new training course for owners of
small and medium-sized businesses called “Business Defense Training” which delivers firearms training and small unit tactics for
business owners and their employees.
Mike Smock, co-founder of Pulse O2DA said: “At Pulse O2DA, we believe that the next several years are going to get dangerous.
Disgruntled employees, organized gangs, domestic and foreign terrorists, union thugs, and rioting mobs have all placed businesses
in their cross hairs. Half of the United States of America now view business as the enemy, spurred on by a political class fanning the
flames of class warfare. Conventional mechanisms like law enforcement, the judicial system and business insurance coverage will not
cope with these increasing dangers, and will no longer provide the level of security that business owners have come to expect. Prudent
business owners understand that they need to provide for their own defense and security”.
Both the FBI and local law enforcement echo these sentiments. The FBI acknowledges that traditional law enforcement cannot
protect businesses and their employees from violent threats: “Research has shown that law enforcement may not arrive in time. As
a result, employees have to become stakeholders in their own safety and security”. The Detroit Police Officer Association (DPOA)
has gone so far as to warn Tiger fans away from Detroit. Attorney Donato Iorio: “officers are holding the “Enter At Your Own
Risk” rally at 3:30 p.m. Saturday in front of Comerica Park to remind the public that the officers are overworked, understaffed, and at
times, fearful for their lives”.
Ron Danielowski, co-founder of Pulse O2DA and Chief Instructor described the new training for business owners and their
employees in this way: “we will teach you and a select group of your employees how to defend your lives and livelihood. You will
learn three weapons systems - handgun, shotgun, and rifle, and the small unit tactics necessary to operate as a cohesive fighting unit.
The training you receive from us will be equal to, and in many cases better than the training provided to your local law-enforcement
SWAT teams. Our instructors all come from significant military and law enforcement backgrounds. We start by teaching you how to
eliminate the threat before the authorities arrive. We train you on exactly what to do from identifying the threat and the firing of the
first shot, to the arrival of the first responders.”
Click the link for more details about Business Defense Training: http://www.pulsefirearmstraining.com/Business_Defense.html
About Pulse O2DA Firearms Training, Inc. We have one objective at Pulse O2DA - to teach our clients the gun fighting skills necessary to win the fight of their life. We don’t teach competitive shooting or recreational gun handling skills. We teach a devastatingly
effective gun fighting methodology we created called the Pulse Engine, a method that quite simply unravels an adversary. We offer
training classes, sell manuals that describe our methodology and have an on-line subscriber based gun fighting portal called the
Pulse O2DA Armory. If you are serious about weapons training and you enjoy learning not just the mechanics, but also the theory,
strategy and tactics that allow you to dominate a lethal threat confrontation - then register for a course, buy our manuals or subscribe to the Pulse O2DA Armory.
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